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Grand Valley’s
Student Run
Weekly

W hat Is Your Role?

B urger M agnate

by Sandy Freed
The Women’s Information Bureau
is being asked by the administration
to define themselves. W.l.B. must
decide whether to remain a student
organization or become an office of
the college.
Dean of Student Life Richard
Mehlcr has asked WIB's director,
Jenny Wright, "What is your role?”
Mehler is concerned that W1B is
not being eticctivc because its
organizational purpose is somewhat
hazy. “It’s an anomaly, and because
it’s an anomaly it has to have a spec
ial place on campus.”
On Monday Oct. 15, Wright met
with President Lubbers for two hours
and explained the situation of wo
men returning to school. “Women
need a connecting point and that
point is W1B." She said the president
was “supportive” and was sending
a memo to Vice President Van Stccland, Mehler and Wright to promote
discussion of WIB’s purpose.
In a meeting Wright had with
Mehler and Director of Student
Activities, Jeff Brown, it was sug:
iness” and “The Higher education
Onits>l Investment Advisory Com gested that Wright meet with Cal
mittee”. He was appointed to the Stockman of Continuing Education
and with the Career Planning and
GVSC Board of Control in 1977 and
serves as Chairman of the Academic Counseling Center to discuss the
and Student Affairs Committee of placing of W1B within one of those
organizations. Mehler said that W'B
the Board.
A strong proponent for equal would have more legitimacy as a
“quasi-administrativc” group or if it
opportunity for qualified minority
students, Pickard has said, “ Once served an academic unit.
Wright had her own ideas about
you provide quality education for
how
to increase WIB’s legitimacy.
the majority, you pave the way for
She
would
like to see an advisory
quality education for minority stu
board formed of students and fac
dents. The two go hand in hand."
ulty that would be a liason with the

administration.
Nathalie Ostroot
(CAS Anthropology-Sociology) has
volunteered to be the faculty sponsor
for the advisory board. Mehler said
he would have "no qualms at all"
with an advisory board.
An immediate problem for WIB
is workers. According to Wright,
there arc only 5 people who regularly
work for WIB, with three more "pro
spective” workers. That isn’t enough
people to watch the phones during
the 9-5 workday. Mehler pointed
out that “they would be more valid
if they had someone to answer the
phones every day and during the
summer. Where’s the committment
to the organization from its work
ers?”
WIB also has money problems. In
the past, WIB has received up to
$1,900 in work-study funds from
academic units and the general col
lege fund. After last spring’s budget
cutting, that money was withdrawn.

WIB is currently considered a student
organization so they have to go to
the Student Senate Allocations Com
mittee for funding, but these cannot
be used for paying workers.
In 1977, WIB was founded due
to the fact that there wasn’t any o r
organized way of dispersing informa
tion to women students. Increased
interests in issues concerning women
created a demand for a communica
tions network.
Lynn Turner and Fran Villarreal,
the first two directors of WIB, have
since graduated.
One of WIB’s biggest issues was
the formation of a grievance pro
cedure to be used in cases of sexual
harassment.
Pressure by Turner,
Villarreal and Eda Dejongc, along
with a series of articles by Linda
Mcrlotti in the l.anthnrn, caused a
task force to be formed dealing with
creating a procedure to handle
sexual harassment cases.

Pickard To Speak On Campus
Grand Valley Board of Control
member William S. Pickard will
appear on campus at a “Whistle
Stop” presentation Monday, October
29, from 12:15 to 1:00 p.m. in the
Main Lounge of the Campus Center.
Pickard will be the second Board
member to speak on GVSC issues
and respond to questions. All stu
dents, faculty and staff are invited.
For the past ten years, Pickard
has owned a million-dollar MacDon
ald fast-food franchise in Detroit,
one of the largest in the nation.

Previous employment experience
includes both the Urban League and
the NAACP.
Pickard earned a B. S. degree in
sociology from Western Michigan
University, a M.S.W. in social work
from the University of Michigan, and
a Ph.D in higher education adminis
tration and social psychology from
Ohio State University.
He has served on a variety of
councils as appointed by Governor
MiUiken, including “The Governor’s
Advisory Council on Minority Bus-

Counseling Center Choses Dean

GVSC Plans Civic Use
Grand Valley State Colleges is
already making plans to utilize the
$21 million Convention and Enter
tainment Center currently being
built adjacent to the Grand Rapids
Civic Auditorium.
According to Arthur Hills, GVSC
administrator, the 2,400 seat aud
itorium in the Center is scheduled
to open about one year from now.
The rest of the Center will open in
1981.
Hills claims that because of the
facility’s size and location it will be
an ideal place for Grand Valley to
hold conferences and workshops.
He estimates that Grand Valley
may schedule from 150 to 200

events (mostly non-credit) per year
at the Center dealing with business,
education, social work, health
sciences, and a large variety of
other topics.
These workshops and conferences
will be held for the most part in the
several small conference rooms in
the Center. However, Grand Valley
will have the option of renting the
large auditorium/theater facility to
accomodate larger scale events.

New dean o f CPCC (Photo courtesy
Media RELations)

Grand Valley’s Career Planning
and Counseling Center will soon
have its much needed dean. Dr.
Linda Johnson’s appointment be
comes effective on November 5.
Dr. Johnson has been a stateconsultant with 'I he Bureau of
Rehabilitation of the Michigan De
partment of Education since 1972.
She is a Grand Rapids resident and
has served as a career planning,
management, and education con

sultant for several agencies.
Dr. Johnson is a member of the
Grand Rapids Board of Education
and has taught classes for Grand
Valley, and Grand Rapids Junior
College among others.
GVSC Vice-president Ronald
Van Stecland said he is “delighted”
with the appointment of Johnson,
who earned her B.S. in education
at Northern Illinois University, an

M.A. in special education and
psychology from Central Michigan
University, and went on to cam her
Ed. D. from Western Michigan Uni
versity in educational leadership.
Vice-president Van Stecland
went on to say, “ I am confident
that with Dr. Johnson’s leadership
and the support of her staff, the
Center will achieve its goals and ob
jectives for this year.”

Dormitory Dwellers Share Fly Swatters

Living Together
Gets Boost
Austin, TX (CPS)-Statistics show
that increasing numbers of mMe
and female college students are
living together. There are no com
parable surveys of how many parents
of those cohabiting studer.^ know
about the practice.
Now, sure
enough, there’s a business that
tries to help students keep parents
ignorant of their sexual habits
a little longer.
Pamela Douglas, a University of
Texas student, opened a business
called Basic Strategy four months
ago. For a fee, Austin women can
use Douglas’ address as their own.
Douglas, in turn, forwards mail to
the daughters* correct addresses.
Parents’ telephone calls are record
ed on a phone answering device,
and Douglas lets her clients know
whra to call their parents back.
“I know there were rimes when
I’d maybe spend five or seven nights
somewhere other than home,
P»s |1 m recalls. “I always thought
it would be nice if there were a ser
vice hk> »hi« available. It’s better
than tenting half an apartment
so the tune of $150, and not even
iug there.

Jenny Wright of W IB (Photo by L.O. Gionanni)

Between the flies, the heat, and
the incidence of illness on their
floor, several Kistler Hall residents
have gotten tired of waiting for
GVSC to help them, and have
called in the Ottawa County Health
Department.
How much good it will do remains
a question.
AO of the buildings on campus
have experienced a beat wave re
cently with the unfortunate coinci
dence of above average temperatures
outside, and the annual start-up of
the campus heating system inside.
But the hottest place on campus
Monday was Kistler HalL
Windows and doom were open all

over the building, and still the temp
erature was in the 90’s. One Kistler
resident, Beth Oimie, said she fears
for her safety with the door open,
but she can’t stand the beat when it
is closed.
“I got a total of three hours of
sleep last night,” Oimie said. Her
roommate slept on the floor next to
the open door, the coolest pan of
the room. But both felt uncomfort
able without the security of a locked
door.
The doorway is not only the
coolest part of the room, but also
the area with the least number of
files, 20 or JO of which cover the
inside of the only window in the

tiny room. Other rooms and lounges
in Kistler sport not only flies, but
bees, hornets, and "flying ants” .
Wendy Bcarman, also a Kistler
resident, said she has killed bees and
“about a half dozen flying ants in
the last two days” in her room.
The killer in Climie has been
coming out recently, too. “ I have
killed hundreds of flies,” she said.
“1 just can’t stand it to be in here
any more. I’ve had it.”
A number of other Kistler dwel
lers added similar, if unprintable,
sentiments.
In the roon\ next to Climie's,
one resident has moved out after
being diagnosed as having mono
nucleosis. That room was the worst
of those surveyed by the Lanthorn.
Its carpeting was dotted with dead
flies, and its other resident has
moved in, temporarily, with Qimie.
Ten residents of Kisder's fourth
floor have been sick in the last week.
They complain of nausea, sore
throats and other symptoms.
Patti Guyton, resident assistant on
the floor, says that she puts in com
plaints about the conditions every
day. out she has gotten few results.
She said that the plant department
delivered some pesticides to the
hall Monday, but that they ban
not been distributed to resdents.

In the meantime, dorm dwellers
arc sharing flyswatters.
Billie Cox, Kistler Hall manager,
said her room was full of flics, too.
She says she has talked to the
plant department on a number of
occassions about the heat, the
insects, and another problem: two
of the fourth floor’s eight toilets
are out of order.

According to Cox, the heat and
the illnesses are an annual thing.
Lavatory parts arc on order.
Bob Marks, of the Ottawa County
Health Department, says that he has
recieved three complaints about the
conditions in Kistler. "1 don’t think
there will be any problem" he said
Monday.
“ It’s just a matter of
talking to the right people.”
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Lanthorn Editorials
Forum Spread Absurd
In its Oct. 8 issue, the administration's weekly four-page newsletter to
faculty and staff, the Forum, filled its inside two pages with a collage of
happy headlines about GVSC which had been culled from area newspa
pers. "Grand Valley in the Headlines” was supposed to indicate “where
and how Grand Valley is being covered by newspapers throughout Mich
igan".
»
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“Academic programs, faculty activities, sports triumphs, and other hap
penings" were among the sampling of headlines the administration chose
to print.

Affirmative Action

“Stadium Is Named For Prexy", “Grand Valley is granted continuing
accreditation”, "Grand Valley State’s goal: To make a good thing better",
and “ Grand Valley should win" were among the choices for this trans
parent attempt to rewrite the history of the last year.

New Tokenism

Granted, the job of the Forum is, in part, to provide information, not
critical analysis. The two-page spread in the Forum went beyond that
though. It purposefully ignored many major news stories (sexual harass
ment, declining enrollment, the pain of the TJC closing, the President’s
unlimited expense account, the way East Grand Rapids refused GVSC’s
bid to use one of their buildings, and the Board of Control’s “corporate
boardroom mentality ’ to name a few) in order to provide what becomes
a frighteningly Orwellian lapse of institutional memory which is an insult
to its readership.
It is time for GVSC’s administration to stop being so defensive and so
sensitive about “bad publicity”. Scrutiny and criticism of college opera
tions should be a welcome facets of GVSC’s growth and progress. The al
ternative, as presented in the Oct. 8 Forum, is not only unhealthy, it is
patently absurd.

Cambodia’s Plight
Cambodia? Kampuchea? Whichever name we prefer, the area it de
signates can only be described as “devastated.” In the destructive inter
play of foreign and native forces in Southeast Asia; U.S. vs.U.S.S.R. vs.
China, Vietnamese vs. Khmer Rouge, the people of Kampuchea have cer
tainly suffered the worst.
In the last ten years, it is estimated that famine, disease and mass mur
der by repressive political regimes have killed at least one half of the Kam
puchean people. At this writing, nine out of ten Kampuchean children are
severely malnourished and an estimated 700,000 people are in desperate
need of food, clothing and shelter.
Though the exact statistics are unavailable, these estimates have caused
U.N. Secretary General Kurt Waldhiem to predict that Kampuchea may
soon endure tragedy on a scale “which may have no parallel in history.”
Whatever the merits (if any) of the competing ideologies in Southeast
Asia, most Kampucheans have known nothing but constant turmoil and
travail since the U.S.-backed ouster of Prince Sihanouk and the conse
quent involvement of their country in the Indo-China War, early in this
decade.
Fears that aid sent to starving civilians would fall into military hands
frequently halted the flow of food and other supplies to the stricken
country. Certainly there are subversives and counterrevolutionaries to
consider, but can anxiety over who will rule the Kampuchean people after
the war be of any concern if there is no one left to be ruled?
Hard as it may be for some members of the international community to
modify the shape of their power struggle, it must be done. The 20 to 30
deaths per day due to deprivation along the Thai-Kampuehean border call
for compassion. The loss is too great and the outcry is growing.
The International Red Cross, Oxfam, the American Friends Service
Committee are just a few of the groups who are saying that human lives,
not spheres of influence, are the crucial concerns in Kampuchea.
Of course, now is the time to play at politics; not that activity which
involves groups vying for power, but rather the real politics of people
relating to each other, helping and caring in tragic circumstances. Some
say we in America have the good life, but what else can be said if we
ignore the misery of others?
As human beings with the capacity to help others in urgent need, we
should exercise that ability without limit now in the otherwise-doomed
nation of Kampuchea.
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by J.A. Foote
In an effort to alleviate racism in
America the government has endors
ed (and the Surprcme Court has giv
en limited sanction to) a policy
known as affirmative action. Essent
ially the rationale behind this policy
is that since blacks have been dis
criminated against in the past that
they should receive preferential treat
ment in the near future. The policy
manifests itself in a system of rac
ial quotas in education and employ
ment and has been accepted by the
black community in the name of
black progress.
It is extremely doubtful however
that the policy achieves its object
ives.
The basic problem is that it uses
as its rationale, the sickness it is
attempting to eliminate.
The primary error in reasoning is
that the present generation should
make up for the sins of the past;
that it should overcompensate for
what was unquestionably a crime
against humanity-racism. For it is
a fundamental tenet of law that the
crime of the father shall not attack
to the son. If the father murders,
the son does not go to jail. Neither
should the son be indicted for the
actions of the father or previous
generations. We should learn from
it yes, but be indicted for it no.
Secondly,
the
doctrine of
affirmative action and its use of
quotas is nothing more than the
propagation of racism-which is a
crime against humanity-not just
blacks. The policy of accepting a
person into higher education or em
ployment because of his color is
racist-plain and simple. Just be
cause blacks, rather than whites,
benefit from it does not make it
any less a crime against humanity.
Blacks, rather, should be appalled
at the white community; who in
effect arc saying, “No, you are not
qualified, but I will accept you for
your color”.
!f a person is not qualified for col
lege or employment he or she
not be accepted. That should be the

Dear Editor:
Concerning the issue of removing the
students from the All Colleges Aca
demic Senate, I would like to know
why those few students who are pro
testing arc crying at all. Maybe it is
the students, not President Lubbers
who have been “out to lunch”, as
Professor Williams suggests. We have
been out too long.
Professor Williams and his col
leagues are correct in stating that
there can be no true student-facultyvoice as long as the two speak as
one.
Are not their perspectives
better than two? That one differ
ent view of a situation could help
find a solution.
We are supposed to tie big kids
now, able to do things on our own.
Like speaking up for our i . In
the Student Senate we „*e an
established and able body to pre
sent student ideas on campus pro
tocol and improvement to the
administration.
Students should get involved
and use this channel to help Ak
place grow. After all the <-alleges
are only as good as the people
involved? administration, faculty
students.
Robert J. Dean Jr.

only standard.
The notion that quotas arc step
ping stones to black equality, albeit
imperfect ones, is to accept racism
as a cure for racism.
Affirmative action is nothing
more than updated tokenism, so that
the employer or university can point
with pride to his black in the comer.
The unfortunate experience of
those hired under affirmative action
is that they are often pigeon-holed
into jobs with little or no upwardmobility and a lack of responsibility.
What happens to the black employee
after hiring is as important as what
happens before. If hired because he
was black, on the job resentment
will prevent his progress.
This is true even in the news
paper business.
Statements from
editors such as, “ I am looking for
Wall Street Journal reporters, not
black reporters” (from Fred Taylorcxccutivc editor of the Wall Street
Journal) or “ 1 don’t think the pro
blem is prejudice but lack of quali
fied minorities” , (from David Stolberg of the Scripps Howard newspa
pers) tend to illustrate the point.
Those statements are not racist but
reflect a genuine desire to promul
gate a quality staff, tather than one
subject to the political nuances pre
dominant at the moment. Blacks
should reject affirmative action as an
insult to their intelligence and strive
instead for genuine equality based on
ability and respect.
The road is
rougher but the rewards are genuine,
not token.

Not A Favor
by Steven Verburg
Affirmative action came under
fire almost as soon as it was initi
ated. Whites, such as Allen Bakke,
cried
“reverse
discrimination”.
Others, thinly veiled as allies of
black progress, said that blacks
should be ashamed of taking favors
from the Big White Brother. Still
others claimed that affirmative
action was a nev/ guise for token
ism.
They were, and still are, par
tially correct.
Affirmative action is reverse dis
crimination. Whites, who are per
fectly well qualified for placement
in jobs and grad schools are turn
ed away because of their color.
Not because of their color alone,
however, but also because of his
tory; that is, because of the sav
age race discrimination which has
been perpetrated against blacks

... Two Separate Salvoes

for centuries in America.
But
don’t misunderstand.
The object
of affirmative action is not to dis
criminate against innocent whites
like Bakke. Nor is it to “make
up”, in some altruistic sense, for
prior discrimination against blacks,
as though putting blacks in medi
cal schools now atones for the
earlier crimes of a racist society.
Rather, affirmative action gives
blacks an equal opportunity now
in a world where they are other
wise (because of discrimination
against their parents and grand
parents) unequally equipped to com
pete.
Discrimination becomes a problem in
a society which assumes that all
people, regardless of their history,
are equally equipped ow to com
pete in the market.
The white
youth who grows up in Grosse
Pointe, with the best schooling,
a mother who doesn’t have to
work, and the confidence which
comes from a financially secure
background, generally has a better
shot at succeeding in this world
than a poor black kid who grows
up in the frightening anarchy of
an urban ghetto.
The point of
affirmative action, then, is to give
blacks the chance they deserve
now; the chance they would other
wise be denied in a society which
enforces unregulated competition be
tween unequally equipped econom
ic subjects.
Blacks probably have good reason
for feeling uncomfortable about
accepting the affirmative action
“favor" from the Big White Brother,
because it is not a favor, but their
birthright, which they have fought
for in the face of tremendous odds,
for over 200 years. It is the Big
White Brother who ought to feel
ashamed for doling out equality
as though it were a favor. In fact,
the government began affirmative

action programs, not because it
wanted blacks to have an equal
chance, but because the fact of
black oppression, after 200 years
has finally become so obvious,
so awful, and so widely known that
it could no longer be ignored.
The charge of tokenism is prob
ably the most valid of all the crit
icisms of affirmative actions. It is
a sort of legislated tokenism.
But legislation forces the token
ism on everyone, instead of just
the guilt-laden liberals who had
subscribed to it earlier.
And
blacks benefit from being given an
equal chance from everyone, in
stead of just from liberals.
Affirmative
action
unfairly
punishes whites for the crimes of
their fathers. It is inadequate in that
it does not ensure that affirma
tive action placement is anything
more than tokenism. But it is a
chance. Not yet an equal one, but
still a chance.
And if current criticism of affirm
ative action arc any indication,
it is a chance that will have to be
fought for, like all freedoms, in
every generation.
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GRADUATING SENIORS SHOULD NOTETHATTHE FOLLOWING ON-CAMPUS
INTERVIEWS WILL TAKE PLACE IN THE PLACEMENT OFFICE, 105 COMMONS.
October 29, MSU, for Seniors Interested in a Masters of Business
Administration Program
30, Old Kent Bank, Branch Management Trainees, All Business
and Social Science Majors
November 1, Ferris Busscher & Lohman, Staff Accountants, Accounting
Majors
6, Seidman & Seidman, Staff Accountants, Accounting Majors
7, Westdale Co., Sales, Marketing & Business Majors
7, William P. DeLong & Co., Internship Only, Accounting
Ma jors
8, Aeroquip, Computer Programming, Any Major with some
Data Processing Background
12, Arthur Andersen, Staff Accountants, Accounting Majors
14, 15, Social Security Administration, Claims Reps., All Majors

INTERESTED PERSONS SHOULD ESTABLISH PLACEMENT CREDENTIALS AND ARRANGE
FOR AN INTERVIEW BY CONTACTING THE PLACEMENT OFFICE.
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Jellema Is In Touch

Texas Students Battle For Rights

W ith Students And

San Marcos, TX (CPS) A battle
over student rights erupted at South
west Texas State University here last
week as a university administrator
removed student government officers
from their seats on the grounds
tney'd hired an attorney without the
administration’s apporval.
The students remain out of office
though a student discipline commit
tee has exonerated them.
Dr. Allan Watson, SWTSU Vice
President of University Affairs, re
moved Student Senate President Roy
report of the North Central As Battles and Vice President Jon Hud
sociation who granted William James son from their positions after Watson
its ten year accreditation. In that re
port, the North Central Association
called WJC Grand Valley’s best effort
in the area of innovative education.
Jellema finds this report important
enough that he has posted the page
dealing with WJC outside his office.
In Jon Jellema, William James
College has found a permanent As by Nancy Schondclmayer
sistant Dean who is not only in touch
Do you want to quickly find out
with the students but is well aware of
the needs of the college and of what’s happening on campus or docs
Grand Valley in general. Moreover your group need to get an announce
he brings with him an energy and ment to the student body fast?
commitment which will serve him Check out the Campus Information
Network.
well.
The network is a new service pro
vided by the Audio-Visual Depart
ment. Messages of upcoming events
or scheduling changes arc pro
grammed by School of Health
Sciences student Maureen Ruddy on
an A-V computer terminal
The
messages arc displayed on four TV
monitors, one in Mackinac Hall,
one in the Student Activities office,
the constitution of Student Congress, and one in each of the Campus
of College regulations, or of academ Center dining rooms. Messages arc
repeated every few minutes. An
ic honesty.
nouncements can be added in a
Of course, not all of the 126 cases minimum of five minutes.
The service is free to groups
tired last year ended up with a guilty
verdict; nine cases were dropped and wanting to air messages. The net
thirteen found not guilty by the work is meant primarily for campus
board, leaving only one hundred and groups and activities. Use the ser
four cases with a guilty verdict. vice by calling the A-V department
Better not give the Board reason to at ext. 246.
A-V manager Gary Fisher says the
be on your case!

Aware O f College Needs
by Dick Shier
The idea) Assistant Dean at Wil
liam James College is a student ad
vocate. Jon Jellema, who replaced
Ron Maxwell at the end of the sum
mer, appears close to that ideal.
Students can come up with a seem
ingly endless variety of problems, all
in need of solutions. Jellema seems
to be more than willing to work with
the student to find those solutions.
Indeed, he enjoys it.
“The challenge and fun in this job
is with student problems, it's more
difficult to be a good bureaucrat.
The small details of day to day ad
ministration don’t stop,” says Jelle
ma.
While the details of administration
don’t stop, a good administrator has
to believe in his work. This man
does. Jellema is a strong advocate
of the concept of William James
College. While it would be easy to

mourn lost programs such as Compu
ters and Management, Jellema feels it
is more important to emphasize
WJC’s strong points.
One of those strong points, Jelle
ma feels, is the faculty. He was a
professor of English at Developmen
tal Skills Institute before coming to
WJC, and had known some of the
faculty for some time. He thinks the
WJC faculty is an outstanding col
lection ot taient. .norcovci, uicy
have been tolerant and accepting to 
ward him as the new Assistant Dean.
What Jellema thinks is needed is
more communication between the
colleges. William James has to make
the rest of GVSC community more
aware of its goals and programs. He
says those who are negative toward
WJC are reacting to the unknown.
They have to be informed of what
William James is trying to do.
In this Jellema echos the final

A campus demonstration, result
ing in the arrest of one student,
followed Watson's actions.
Joe Marsh, chairman of the Stu
dent Senate, has taken the title of
acting president in Battles’ absence.

TV M onitors Display Announcements

Judiciary Finds M any Guilty
The Campus Judiciary Board may
be on your case if you don’t watch
out.
According to Robert Byrd,
head of that Board, fifty nine cases
of disorderly conduct, fifteen cases
of not leaving halls for fire drills,
seven cases of fire crackers outside
the halls, eighteen quiet hours vio
lations, one case of accidental fire,
one case of academic dishonesty.

them from office.
Watson claims the Student Disci
pline Board's function was to make
recommendations, and that such re
commendations could be overruled.
He has put both students on disci
plinary probation until August 30,
1980.

A V Service is Free

Disorderly Conduct

by Nancy Hatton

discovered that they had hired an
attorney to represent the student
government.
Battles and Hudson say they need
ed the attorney-Joseph Saranello of
Houston-to help represent students
in disputes with landlords. However,
others have charged the two officers
retained Saranello to help students
gain power and take a bigger role in
governing the university.
Battle’s and Hudson’s case went
to the Student Discipline Board,
which found the two innocent of
violating regent rules, and said Wat
son had no grounds for removing

five cases of alcohol, and five cases
of drugs were tried during the 19781979 academic year.
The Campus Judiciary is made up
of seven voting seats and one non
voting seat. Voting members include
four student, two faculty, and one
member of the College administra
tion given the title of “Cooridinator
of Campus Judiciaries.” This board
has jurisdiction in quite a Urge num
ber of areas including vioUtions of

spread the word through other
campus news sources. Fisher says
the Campus Information Network
is funded through the A-V depart
ment’s budget. If more money is
obtained in the future more TV
monitors will be placed around the
campus.

network is a way to get information
about special events to people on the
Grand Valley campus. Some events
held in the past have not been well
attended because students didn’t
know about them, or the date, time,
or place of the activity was changed
and there wasn't enough time to

Students In The Dark
Storrs, CT. (CPS)-Fewer than half
the journalism students taking a
first-day
test
could
correctly
identify John DiBiaggio, who in
fact is the president of their very
own school, the University of
Connecticut.
None of the students knew who
UConn’s Board of Trustees chair
man was.
Thirty-two of the 57 students
who took the test had heard of

Mcnachcm Begin, though a few
thought he was prime minister of
Egypt. Thirty-one knew of Anwar
Sadat, though a few of them in
evitably identified him as the prime
minister of Israel.
Similarly, Congresswoman Dor
othy Godwin was identified as a
swimmer, while Federal Reserve
Board Chairman Paul Volckcr was
thought to be the Canadian prime
minister.

Draft of Sexual Grievance Policy
The follow ing is a paid advertise
ment by the Student Senate of the
draft for a "GVSC Sexual Harass
ment Grievance Policy".
We are
printing this draft so that all interes
ted persons may express concerns,
suggestions, or criticisms that they
may have. We feel that input by the
GVSC community on this issue is
imperative so that a workable policy,
w ith widespread GVSC support, may
be formulated.
Piease leave com 
ments at the Student Senate office
in the Campus Center or call ext.
231.

Some of the concerns which have
been stated by the Executive Com
mittee of the Faculty Senate (ECS)
in particular, and possible solutions
suggested by others (not on ECS)

The Sexual Harassment Grievance
Policy is established under the
following basic assumptions:
1. That GVSC wishes to develop
a system of handling grievances
internally so that only in rare
situations would any matter be
referred externally to GVSC.
2. That the philosophy o f GVSC
dictates that this grievance system
be of a conciliatory, reconciling
nature rather than a adjudication
process w ith an advocacy nature.
3. That the cohesiveness and coop
eration existing between the fac
ulty and students at GVSC implies
strongly that the procedures for
grievances for either group be
handled in essentially the same
manner, both methods consis
tent w ith fairplay and justice.

College judicial system even though
the person charged has been pros
ecuted in civil court action.

B. IN C ID E N T REPORT

An incident report, which is
simply a written record of some
thing that happens, should be filed
by the accuser no more than 30 days
after the incident takes place. Such
reports w ill be taken by one specified
member o f the WIB staff or by the
Dean of Students. Incident reports
w ill be kept confidential and housed
in the Affirmative Action Office.
They are to be kept on file until the
accused leaves Grand Valley unless
the accused is dismissed or suspen
ded.
It is the responsibility of those
persons taking the incident reports

are:
A.

to give those filing such reports a

IN T R O D U C T IO N

receipt and to also explain the pro
Concern:

No record of complaint-

ents being kept.
Powible Solution:

A double filing

The basic fundamentals of a fair

cedures to the accuser. The accuser

hearing through due process will be
provided for those persons connected

will then be asked by the report
receiver to choose a member of the

with

Counseling Center to act as a medi

Grand

violating

system be set up.

Valley

college

charged

rules

with

and/or the

No time limit on reconciliation

attempt.
PS: 30 days has been suggested.

in an

effort

to

If a referral fo r a hearing is made
the accuser w ill be asked to choose
the type o f hearing he/she wants.
The choices are as follows:
1. By a hearing officer. A hearing
officer is a member o f the college
staff, faculty, administration or
student body mutually agreed
upon by both the accused and the
accuser. If a hearing officer can
not be agreed upon the hearing
w ill automatically be held in front
o f the judicial body.
2. By judicial body. The compo
sition of such a judicial body shall
be five (5) voting seats and one
(1) non-voting seat; tw o (2)
reserved for students (rotating),
tw o (2) fo r faculty (rotating), one
(1) reserved for a member of the
College staff other than the ad
m inistration or faculty (rotating),
and one (1) non-voting seat for
a member o f the administration

resolve the

The accused will be sent a copy of

compose a judicial body which

ciplinary procedures, which are es

the complaint and will also be asked

provides

tablished

enforcement of

to choose a member of the Coun

of sexes.

the protecting of

for

the

for

equal

distribution

C: W IB is heavily involved and is
not an official GVSC group and is

civil liberties are expected to serve

seling Center to act as a mediator.
A meeting should then be set up

the

between the accuser, the accused and

more than 30 (thirty) days from the

known to be a women's advocacy

itation

the tw o mediators to try to resolve

tim e a referral is made by one of

group.

accused as well as protect the accuser

the complaint.

the mediators.

regulations

and

important purpose of rehabil
end

re-education of those

If both mediators

These procedures are

cannot resolve the issue or agree on

not intended to replace the Student

a solution, a referral will be initiated

involvement o f W IB.

Code but to provide an alternative

by a mediator to bring the matter

special cases
The College

to a hearing. It is to be understood

C: No appeal p olicy is outlined.

grievance policy for
o f perceived injustice.

reserves the right to initiate insti
tutional proceedings through the

le t as advocates for the accused or

PS:

It's been suggested ihiP. the

Campus

PS:

Ministry

take

over

the

An appeal policy w ill have to

be formulated.

and accused.

that the mediators at no time will
accuser.

Every

two

A

years

the

incident

Action Office shall be checked by
the Dean of Students and a speci♦i«H WIR staff member.

hearing must take place not

D. P EN A LTIE S
Penalties are to be in the form of
recommendations made to the guilty
party's college dean by the perman
ent administration member of the

If

it is

found that any one person has had
four

(4) or more complaints filed

against him/her in the period of time
then an investigation shall be initi
ated to discover the reason such
grievances have been filed, even if
they were resolved.

The investiga

ting team shall consist o f the Dean of
and

staff member.

Dis

Grand Valley.

E. IN V E S T IG A TIO N S

Students

(permanent).
Every effort should be made to

connected to

judicial body or the hearing officer.
If found guilty the following are
recommended penalties: (1) Warning
(2) Disciplinary probation (3) Sus
pension (removal from Grand Valley
for a specified time, w ithout pay or
being able to make up work in the
case of a student) (4) Dismissal
(removal from Grand Valley perman
ently) (5) A combination of pen
alties.

reports on file at the Affirmative

complaint before going to a hearing.

civil liberties of another person so
C:

ator

C. HEARING

the

spreeif ied

WIB

Each member shall

file a reprort on the findings o f the
investigation to President Lubbers.
If either investigator deems it necess
ary a referral can be made for a hear
ing and the same hearing procedures
will be used as previously set forth.
The reason such investigations are
important is that in some cases even
if the problem has oeen resolved
with one accuser the accused will
oontinue to violate the rules or civil
liberties o f another until a complaint
is filed. In order to pwotect others it
is imperative that numerous com
plaints be investigated and the find 
ings, if any. acted upon.
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Hubbell
In
The Corner

Lanthorn

Arts/Entertainment

Components Find Receptive Audience

Lanthom Show Freaks
by Bob Vance
Rouchclip, Thornton, M. "Mahitvu Gahabandi" Driver, Rik Holzgen,
and Preston Krenshaw quite an impressive line-up of personalities. A ll of
these guests were featured in a fractured comedy special known as 1 be
l.ambnrn Magazine Show. The show can be heard every Thursday from
5 to 7 p.m. on WSRX, 88 5 on your FM dial (plug, plug?). It is hosted by
(ahem!) yours truly.
Usually the show is very informative, featuring student organization
heads, student leaders, or newsworthy campus personalities. The main
guests last week, however, were two l.antbnrn cartoonists, Mr. Driver and
Mr. Holzgen. Because the guests' occupations deal with "co m ix", the
show's format was loosened up considerably.
Mr. Driver co hosted the show in the role of "second banana". He
supported the host's role by supplying the appropriate laughter and
dialogue fill-ins, when slightly urged by the host. Mr. Holzgen was the
first guest, and he began by explaining his cartoon characters' behavior
and roles.
The listening audience was treated to an extra special appearance of
Rouchclip Holzgen's freaky comic strip character.
Rouchclip came
complete w ith popping brain cells floating above his head. He kept
insisting that the "cigarette" he was smoking contained "mere pencil
shavings".
The show was very loose, and to view the madness of several char
acters squashed into a small room, surrounded by albums, maniacally
disrupting the normally very organized 'SRX airwaves, was absolutely
delightful.
Later on in the show, after Rouchclip was ejected. Fashion Phil came
on to give students the up to-date fashion outlook for sporty campus
winter wear. Students were advised to pass Gantoes and Hews, Hatchered,
and Suffering by "and head for our inner-cities second hand outlets".
Some of the fashionable clothing included: "tattered full-length women's
coats (with hanging pockets), orange hunter's muffler caps, and used
unisex combat boots" His uncommercial was tastefully backed by the
Star Trek Theme Song.
Next, Preston Krenshaw, a warped philosopher, entered and immedi
ately caused great confusion. It seems the room could not hold all of the
strange characters, so the host was forced to sit in a cobwebbed corner.
Krenshaw was interviewed by Driver, who asked "all the right ques
tions".
Krenshaw then read what he called "a darkly humorous poem". The
poem caused everyone, except Krenshaw, to burst into tears.
The show ended on a phone-in request, solicited by the host and his
cartoonist cohorts. They asked the listening audience to phone in sug
gestions on a possibl" new masthead for the Lanthorn. The most prom 
ising suggestions were The Hogcaller and Why A Duck?
The gang also received complimentary calls from "The C.B. King"
and someone w ith a Georgian accent who said that he was enjoying the
show all the way from Washington D.C. And they call the 'X "the three
mile station"!
I wish to thank most of the callers and all of the listeners for their
patience and good humor. A week from today the program w ill resume
w ith its informative format.
Now it's time to write o ff into the sunset and say, "H i Ho Food
Stamps, A w a y!"

Civic Rocks This Sunday
Jay Ferguson and Pablo Cruise
wiii be appearing at the Grand
Rapids Civic Auditorium this coming
Sunday evening, October 28, at
8 p.m.
Pablo Cruise is a very versatile
band that plays a unique mixture of
rock ‘n roll, jazz, and Latin music.
Jay Ferguson is a former founding

member of Spirit and Jo Jo Gunnc.
His band offers a blend of his old
favorites and his new rock material.
Reserved seat tickets are available
at the Civic Auditorium box office
and the usual local ticket outlets.

^

The TJC Commons, upstairs in
Lake Huron Hall, was transformed
into a small jazz, club for an hour and
a half last Thursday. A four-man
jazz band, who call themselves
Components, was the entertainment
As anyone who happened to have
been in the good-sized audience will
testify, the music was fine and even
some of the office folks in the build
ing were coaxed out of their offices
to listen for a while.
The band, consisting of Craig
Potter on keyboards, Lou Garrison
on drums, Tim Ferguson on bass
and Leo Porter on sax, congas and
flute, started the set with a laidback, but catchy tunc, called "Blue
Bossa”. That was only the begin
ning. After the opening number,
each succeeding one took the au
dience (and the band) closer to
breaking through to some real foot
tapping, finger-snapping, high energy
music. The break through seemed to
come with a Duke Ellington number
that really took the audience about
halfway through the show. Mr. Fer
guson and his bass fiddle were really
on top for this number. He took it
solo for a while and got a hearty
round of applause when he gave it

away for the rest of the band to join
in.
The other members were also
spotlighted from time to time with
great success. Leo Porter's sax-play
ing was especially satisfying, rang
ing from very tight and organized, to
loose and screeching.
Drummer
Garrison (whose face remained a
study in concentration throughout
the show) showed his stuff more
than once, and Craig Porter's talent
for the keyboards proved to be ver
satile and tight. These four musi
cians put together a show that man
aged to energize even the most
tired, worn-out student.
Other featured music included a
piece composed by Charlie Parker
(another high-energy composition,
reminiscent of “the real thing” , and
jazz origins) and a selection, done
toward the end of the set, that was
written by Theloniuos Monk, anoth
er one of jazz’s original greats.
All in all, this was a highly suc
cessful performance. The number
of people who came to listen was
also a positive indicator. Hope
fully the Grand Valley populace
will hear a lot more of Components
on and around campus soon.

Guest
Potters Point
New Directions

■M T V P M I
Components (I. to r.): Ferguson, bass; Garrison, traps; Porter, saxs; Potter,
keyboards; gear up for jazz (photo by David Poll).

Last, but not least, again the TJC
Commons has proven to be an ex
tremely versatile space, good for the
type of audience and the caliber of
performers who were there Thursday
afternoon. Hopefully his kind of
turnout will continue for future TJC
showcases.
The
audience
for
Components was very receptive, and
the interplay between audience and
band seemed to be an all-important
ingredient toward the success of the
band’s show.

Pre-Christmas Sale!!
We're ready for Christmas - are you?
Shop early for best selection.

1550 LakeVr.S.E.

Professional
potters
from
Hillcrest Studios of Beldenville,
Wisconsin are presenting a cer
amics workshop, sponsored by
TJC and the Pottery Club, started
Wednesday and continuing today
(10/25) and Friday(10/26). Potters
Willem Gebbcn, Douglass Rankin,
and William Ruggles will hold ses
sions from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. at the
GVSC Pot Shop across from Cedar
Studios. An exhibit of the Artists'
work, displayed at the LHH , TJC
Art Gallery will run through Nov
ember 7th.

EA ST V IU AM NvALL
GAAND AAbltlS, MICH.

SPECIAL SATURDAY HOURS
OCTOBER 27,
9:00am to 1:00pm

An open reception with the pot
ters presenting will start at 5 p.m.
October 26th at the TJC Gallery.
For information contact the Pottery
Club at ext. 519.

s the h e ro

RESEARCH
C A N A D A 'S

SPECIAL BUYS:

L A R G E S T S E R V IC E

gtehero//

S e n d n o w tor la te s t c a ta lo g
T h o u s a n d s o l te rm p a p e rs on a ll
s u b je c ts . E n c lo s e $5.00 to co ver
re tu rn posteg e.

TRADITIONAL SWEATSHIRTS

ESSAY SERVICES

FALL/WINTER JACKETS

e r V o n g . S t.. S u it* S504
T oronto O n ta rio Canada

M5E 1J8

366-6549

WINTER HATS

m
m

SUPER CHRISTMAS GIFTS:

,> m a . 1 J v

, i i i , i L

Lotta Miles
O ct 25-30
Wooden
Nickel
O ct 31-Nov. 1
T ickets $ 4 .0 0

i L

a

W

. . r , i .

‘T
ju * M '

aahCwMY-FomF
A LOU ADLER bSCHAEL WHITT PRODUCTION
1>C ROCKY HORROR PCTUHE S H C *
S i m 1*4 CURRY • SUSAN SARANDON • BARRY BOSTW KX
O n V MuwC PWv Mi k and Lvnabv RICHARD O W E N
So«w«tov bv B4 SHARMAN « J RICHARD O B H E N
octf. P la t o * JOHN GOLDSTONE • E « s * » P u Ab w LOU ADLER
R a d a d br M CH AEL WHTE • D n w d bv 0 4 SHARMAN

•tsvaio ii •

ll

Oct. 31,
7:00pm & 11:30pm
PAC Theatre
$1.00 at the Door
films incorporated

BOOKSTORE

( 416 )

Mugs/Pennants
Souvenirs
Briefcases
Best Sellers
Shirts & Jackets
Reference Books
Calculators
Posters
Children’s GVSC Im prints

CAMPUS
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Laker Sidelines

Lanthorn

W ith
Steve Serulla
Look! Up in the sky! Is it a bird? Is it a plane? No, it can't be! But it
is! It's the KGB Chicken!
By day, he’s mild-mannered, curly-haired, and moustachioed Paul
Sansone, a 26-year-old former KGB promotions assistant. But, come
game time, Sansone is transformed into the nation’s most famous fowl
since Donald Duck and Tweety Bird.
The famed Chicken flew into Kalamazoo last weekend as the guest of
the Chicken Coop restaurant and appeared at Waldo Stadium for the
game between Western Michigan University and Grand Valley.
The brightly-colored bird was hatched in 1973 from the incubator
mind o f Ron Jacobs, a promotional director for radio station KGB-AM
and FM in San Diego, California. It all began with a cartoon character
of a mother hen rocking in a rocking chair with an egg in each hand. One
was a mellow egg, which stood for the mellow sounds of the AM station.
The other was the hard rock-n-roll egg of the FM station. The station then
dressed a person in costume and had the chicken hand out eggs.
Then, in I 974, the KGB chicken made his first appearance at a Padre
baseball game and the rest is history.
Following the GVSC-WMU contest, the winged warrior of happiness
opened his beak f or a personal Lanthorn interview.
Lanthorn: Why did you take a
job as the KGB Chicken?
Chicken: lt’4just fun and I think
everyone in their right sane mind
should be a Santa Claus or do
something like this at least once
in their life, just to experience it.
It’s just an incredible feeling and
I love it. It’s all for fun, and all
in the spirit of goodness and
kindness.
Lanthorn:
What’s an average
day like in the life of the KGB
Chicken?
Chicken: Twenty-four hours.
Lanthorn: Is this the first time
the Chicken has flown the coop
and left California for a promo
tional venture?
Chicken: No! I’ve winged my
way to New Jersey’s Meadowlands Race Track and to the
Houston .Astrodome where I
staged my antics in front of 43
thousand people.
Lanthorn: Is it just the kids that
follow you around?
Chicken: !t’s mainly the kids,
but at one time everyone was a
child and the adults will come
over and ask for an autograph or
a picture.
Lanthorn: How much does that
costume weigh?
Chicken: What costume?
Lanthorn: The one you have on.

Broncos Shutout Lakers 37-0
by Steven M. Serulla
Grand Valley’s attempt to wrestle
the West Michigan Football champ
ionship from the Broncos of Western
Michigan University was short-lived
as the Lakers absorbed their third
straight loss in a 37-0 contest in
Waldo Stadium.
In the first-ever meeting between
GVSC and WMU, the Laker offense
was unable to put points on the
scoreboard, although they had op
portunities, in all four quarters, to
get into the scoring column.
The first quarter was scoreless for
both teams as a costly clipping pen
alty stalled a Grand Valley drive in
Bronco territory and the lakers
played their best defense of the year
in halting two Western Michigan
drives.
The second quarter was a costly
one for the Lakers as Western tail
back, Larry Caper (who entered the
game 13th in the nation in NCAA
Division I rushing) scampered nine
yards for a Bronco TD. Alton
lau p p ’s PAT (point after touch
down) attempt was good and it
gave WMU a 7-0 lead with 13 48
remaining in the half.
Midway through the second per
iod, the lakers had their best scoring
opportunity when they recovered a
Western fumble on the Bronco 35.
On the first play, Grand Valley
quarterback Dave Quinley passed to
Kurt Johnson for twenty yards.
Four plays later, fullback Tony
Schmitt plunged for two yards and
the Lakers had a first down on
Western’s four-yard line. Quinley

tried to tic the score two plays later,
but his pass was intercepted in the
end zone.
Western finished the first-half
scoring on laupp’s 3 3-yard field-goal
with only one second on the clock.
The second-half was all Western’s,
as the Broncos put 27 points on the
scoreboard and limited the laker
offense to just four first-downs.
Fullback Bobby Howard scored
the Bronco’s first two third-quarter
touchdowns on runs of two and one
yards, and Craig Frazier added two
more second half TD’s on a 19yard pass reception from Kevin Kahl
and a 35-yard catch from Tom
George.

The loss was the Lakers’ fourth of
the season and dropped their
record to 2-4. This loss also marks
the first time a Harkcma-coachcd
Grand Valley team has lost more
than three times in one season and
the three-game losing streak is the
longest for the Lakers since Harkema
took over as coach in the 1973
season.
Laker coach Jim Harkema stated
that he was very pleased with his
team’s performance during the first
half of the game. “We had a chance
to go into the locker room tied 7-7
at half-time, but were unable to
capitalize on the fumble recovery.
It would have been a different

football game in the second-half
if we could have scored.”
Grand Valley’s 1979 Homecoming
game takes place Saturday afternoon
in Arend D. Lubbers Stadium and
the Lakers are glad to be home after
a disasterous three week road trip.
Grand Valley’s last victory came at
home and they arc looking to get
back on track against Hillsdale
College in a Great Lakes Conference
matchup.
Harkema stated after the loss to
WMU that the lakers goal for the
rest of the season is to have a win
ning record and with only thicc con
tests on the schedule, they must
win them all.

Volleyball Team Defeats Michigan Tech
by Suzanne Joseph

Chicken: Oh, this one. About
twenty-five pounds. But when
it’s wet, it feels like fifty
pounds.
Lanthorn: What kind of training
program do you go through to
be able to do thirty-seven push
ups with that outfit on? (The
KGB Chicken performed that
stunt after Western Michigan
scored their last touchdown of
the afternoon.)

Chicken:
The suit (Chicken
outfit) is the workout. If you
keep doing it, the suit becomes a
part of you. The first time 1 put
it on, I couldn’t run, walk, or
breath very well inside the out
fit. I had to get used to it, just
like • football nlaver and all of
his equipment.
Lanthorn. Any final comments
from the famous fowl before
you fly off to destinations un
known?
Chicken: Cock-a-doodle-do!

Do You Remember?
OCTOBER 28, 1972: Manchester College strikes quick then holds on
to defeat Grand Valley 21-0 in a hard-fought intrastate football battle.
OCTOBER 28, 1972: At die first Great Lakes Conference (GL1AC)
cross-country meet, held at Ferris State College, Grand Valley places
second with 49 points. Laker sophomore, Jim Darcy, broke his own
course record and lead the field with a time of 26=01 for the five miles.
.
•
*
CTOBER 26 1974: It was a premier of sorts when the Lakeroarswomen
rticipated in the University of Western Ontario Invitational at London,
Mario. Canada. Rowing 1,000 meter, on Lake Fenshawe. the GV squad
paired fourth place in a field of six teams. The event marked a first in
remariotul competition on the part of a Michigan women ’s crew team.
OCTOBER 24, 1976= Laker fullback Jamie Hoaford rushes 43 times for
15a yards to set a new Grand Valley record for rushing attempts in a
game. Harford has rushes for 944 yards in seven games to lead the Lakers
to a Fourth place national ranking in the NA1A Division II polls.

Grand Valley’s volleyball team
won two games last week, but lost
the three that count most, those
against GLIAC conference foes.
On Tuesday at Hillsdale College,
the Lakers defeated Concordia Col
lege in two straight matches, 15-4,
15-6, but fell to Hillsdale in three
very close matches, 16-4, 15-8,
and 14-6.
It was evident that Joan Boand’s
squad wanted to win, as they pressed
bard.
But they didn’t have the

GV Golf Team
Finishes Mini-Season
by Suzanne Joseph
Although golf is not in full swing
until spring, Gianu Valley State Col
lege’s golf team did have a nr'ni-fa!!
season.
On September 29, Coach Don
Stafford took five golfers to the
Aquinas Fall Classic at Aquinas Col
lege, where they finished second be
hind Oakland Community College.
Other colleges present were: Oak
land University, Aquinas College,
University of Detroit, Detroit School
of Business, Kellogg Community Col
lege, and Siena Heights College.
At the Oakland University Invi
tational on October 6, the Lakers
led by junior Tom Leafstrand and
senior Tom Hardecki, took fourth
place honors.
In addition to Leafstrand and
Hardecki, other returning front run
ners from last spring include, seniors
Blair McNamara and Gordy Gebbens
Coach Stafford is looking forward
to spring, “It looks like we’re going
to have eight or nine steady golfers.
We will be much more unproved
over last year. We have a lot of new
talent, now it’s ju s a matter of pick
ing the right horses.’’

right formula for victory when they
really needed it.
Boand added freshman Patty
Yarranton to her squad on Wed
nesday, because the varsity team
had dwindled to eight players.
Yarranton, a member of the junior
varsity squad, impressed Boand at
practice. “Patty has a a lot of power,
and is aggressive. She never played
volleyball in high school, because
her school in Muskegon didn’t have
a volleyball program. However, she
has fit into our style of play and
has improved each week.’’

The Lakers traveled to Sault St.
Marie on Friday, to defeat Michigan
Tech, 15-9, 15-12, and to lose to
Wayne State, 15-10, 8-15, and 15-10.
Saturday, it was Lake Superior's
turn to go three matches with the
Ukers, and the Soo Lakers beat
Grand Valley, 15-10, 3-15, and 15-9.
“We’re playing much better, but
still not with enough consistency to
win a game. We should have beaten
Wayne and Lake Superior,” Boand
added. “Our passing game went well,
and we had better sets, but we still
need more consistency because it has

to be there all the time in ordei for
us to be a winner”
Boand was pleased with the con
sistency of junior Helen Anschuctz,
along with junior Diane Mansfield.
Against Wayne State, Mansfield was
credited with five or six serves that
were too tough for the Tartar team
to handle.
The spikers travel to C.rand
Rapids Saturday to challenge Calvin
College and Central Michigan Univer
sity at Calvin’s Knollcrcst Field
House.

Laker of the Week
This week’s Lakcr-of-the-Week
was Marti Driza when she was
chosen by the Lanthorn Sports
L
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I qgt w^ns-cHay, Dh zj , 2 senior
from Muskegon on Grand Valley s
field hockey team, scored the first
two goals of her career and had an
assist as the Lakers shut out Olivet
College, 5-0.
“It was the best game Marti’s
ever played,” said coach Ann Rancourt. “Not ju s because she scored,
but because of her playmaking.
She held her position and concen
trated a lot better on fundamentals.”
Coach Ann Raneourt (laft) was pteaaad with Marti Drizs's (right) performance

Driza scored the first goal of the
game, giving GVSC a 1-0 edge at the
half. The Lakers exploded for four
more goals in the second half by Peg
VanAntwerp, Driza, and two by
.Marie Hyde.
That’s only half the reason Driza
was awarded this honor.
On Saturday. Grand Valley
slipped by Hope College, 2-1, in
double overtime.
It took Grand
Valley everything they had to beat
Hope, before they returned to
Allendale to take off their kilts, and
change into long drerees.

last Wednesday against Olivet Collage (photo by John Wanat).

Driza headed back to Muskegon
for her wedding with Mike Bredin.
along with teammates and bridesmaidcs VanAntwetp and Hyde.
Some call it ermzine*. Some call
it stupidity. Mo* people call it ded
ication.
Driza figured ii wts her “la*
chance to be a kid”. "Aa long as
I have another year of eligibility, 1
want to be a pan of the team that
come* up with a winning season,
she aid.

La* season, the Lakers ju*
missed having a winning record, fin
ishing 5-6-1.
Whar does her husband think of
all this craziness, stupidity, and ded
ication?
“Mike thinks it’s pretty
neat; he’s really supportive.” Driza
added, “Our parents think we’re
crazy.”
There are four games left in the
season, and Dnza doesn’t plan on
miming any of them. Then honey
moon will ju* have to wait

i
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This Week With the Laker s
4:00 p.m.

Thursday

Soccer

Grace Bible College at GVSC

Saturday

Field Hockey
Soccer
Cross Country
Women’s Tennis
Football
Field Hockey
Volleyball

GVSC at Calvin College
Ferris State at GVSC
GVSC at Siena Heights Invitational
GVSC at Hillsdale College
Hillsdale College at GVSC
Albion College at GVSC
GVSC at Calvin College

Monday

Field Hockey

GVSC at University of Michigan

3:30 p.m.

Tuesday

Volleyball

GVSC at Oakland University

6:00 p.m.

Wednesday

Field Hockey
Soccer
Volleyball

Alma College at GVSC
Michigan State at GVSC
GVSC at Western Michigan

4:00 p.m.
4:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m,

10:00 a.m.
1100 a.m.
1:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m.
1:30 p.m.
1:30 p.m.

WKWM Discoll4°
in association with

Star Roller Productions
&

Roller World of Grand Rapids

Dream Disco
Women's Tennis Squad N ow
by Denise Dory
The Grand Valley women’s tennis
team walked away with a 7-2 win
over the Lake Superior State Soo
Lakers Monday afternoon, at the
Ramblewood tennis facility.
Winning matches for the Lakers
were, Karin Holmes, 10-8, in the
number three singles spot. In the
number four singles spot, Tammy
Jones won her match 10-0.
In doubles play, the number one
team of Patty Dickinson and Holmes
won by a score of 10-8, and the

number two team of Mary Arens
and Karen Johnson came up with a
win, .defeating their Soo Laker
opponents by a score of 10-2.
On top of these victories, Grand
Valley was awarded points in the
number five and number six singles,
and in the number three doubles
match .
Because Lake Superior
came to the contest with only four
members on their squad they for
feited those matches.
In an interview with coach
Dickinson, he commented on his
teams performance, “Karin Holmes

played her best match of the year.”
He also said that he was pleased with
the performance of Tammy Jones,
who played in the number four
singles spot, after being moved up
from the number six singles position.
The Lakers traveled to Northwood Institute, last Saturday, for a
conference match agianst the North
men, and the Lakers were victorious
by the score of 5-4.
Last Thursday, the Lakers lost
a match to Oakland University by a
score of 6-3.

Intramural Football Season Comes to a Close
League 1

by Rhett Stuart
Regular season play has come to
an end on the GVSC intramural
fields. Once again, it’s playoff time,
with the championship game being
played today at 4:30 p.m. on the
IM field just behind the tennis
courts.
Last year’s men’s champs, the
Dirty Dozen, is back in the thick of
things, coasting through the regular
season undefeated (5-0). Also fin
ishing with an unblemished record
were the Mudflaps and I Kappa Hi.

Mudflaps.........................................5-0
WBPL..............................................3-2
Kappa Alpha P s i............................ 3-2
Animal House................................. 2-3
Kokomo’s Killer’s ..........................2-3
C b s ................................................ 0-5
League 2
I Kappa H i...................................... 5-0
Animal House III............................ 3-2
Pi Kappa Phi....................................2-3
Mean Machine................................. 2-3
Just Pitiful'..................................... 1-4
Short Fuse...................................... 1-4

Harbor Inn
Cocktail Lounge
Music& Dancing
12 Washington, Grand Haven
846-8530
CLAP

Wed.-Thurs. 24-25
FU T U R E DAZE

Fri.-Sat. 26-27
Thureday-College Night
GRAND HAVEN .MICHIGAN

Ixraguc 3
Dirty Dozen.................................... 5-0
The Boys.........................................4-1
Half-Fast A ction............................ 3-2
Good Quality Players.....................2-3
Jack H am m ers............................... 1-4
Keggers............................................0-5

Roller Skating Party
Fri. Oct. 26, 1 2 M id .-5 A M
$2.75 Admission & Incl. Skates

★ Win tickets to the Jacksons’ Concert
plus 20 Dollars expense money

★ Win Jacksons’ LP’s and Posters
W KW M ’Sow n'G ordan Lake ’ will be your
soulful D.J.

Tickets are available at Roller World and
all Believe in Music Stores in Grand Rapids.
Info. 5 3 1-4 3 0 1 9-5 Daily

Women’s 1-eague 4
MASH....................................... 4-1
Kistler Rowdies........................ 3-1
Special K’s ................................1-3
White Shadows........................ 0-3
Co-ed League 5
Animal House I I ..................... 4-0
Zagga Z ow z............................. 1-3
Kokomo’s Killer’s ................... 1-3
Sunday’s Play-off results
The Boys 26 and PiKappa Phi 13
Kokomo’s Killer’s 8, MeanMachine 7
Good Qualiry Players 6, Animal
House III 0
Kappa Alpha Psi 6, Half-East Ac
tion 0.

Free Admisnion w/Ct>Uege L1J.

PA R TY ST 0 P E
K U SPECIAL O c L 2 5 ~ N o * .l,
STACKED TURKEY SANDWICH AND CHOICE O f
COLESLAW. BAKED BEANS.

0 * POTATO SALAD FOR $ 1 ."!

GROCERIES
BEER
WINE
POP
SNACKS

Deli now open!
QUICK LUNCH OR LATE NITE SNACK
OEU ITEMS
SUBS
SALADS
SANDWICHES
HOT COFFEE
HAM N* CHEESE
HOT DOGS
HOT PIZZA
KEG BEER
DISCOUNTS ON LARGE PARTIES (5 KEGS)|
lACROSS FROM WATER TOWER ON 42 AVE.

'I’ve got Pabst B lue R ibbon on
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H yde
and Driza Shine
In Sticker Victories

P lease
support our advertisers.
They support our paper!

by Suzanne Joseph
followed with another late surge
The field hockey team is one of
the two teams at Grand Valley with
with ten seconds left in the game.
a record above the .500 mark. The
Hyde leads the team with eight goals
in the center forward position.
stickwomen now own a 4-3 record,
The score at the half was 1-0
and arc improving as the season
Grand Valley, and it looked like it
progresses.
On October 16th, the Lakers fell was going to be a close game. How
to Central Michigan, 2-1. Marie ever, the Laker offense exploded for
Hyde scored the only goal for Grand four second-half goals after Coach
Valley with four minutes left in the Rancourt gave a halftime talk to her
game, but that was too late; Central team. She pointed out to her play
had already done too much damage ers, “You can’t think ahead. Think
with two goals of their own, one in of one skill at a time. Help each
other out both on offense and de
each half.
The following day against Olivet fense, and play like a team.”
GVSC continued to play like a
College, Coach Ann Rancourt’s ob
jectives were met. " t he number one team Saturday at Hope College.
priority for us as a team, is to strive Rancourt was pulling her hair out on
to win. I want them to play to their the sidelines, while her squad
squeaked by the Hollanders, 2-1 in
potential,” said Rancourt.
Marti Driza, playing the best game double overtime.
Hope led at the half, 1-0, but Peg
of her career, scored the opening
goal 13 minutes into the first half. VanAntwerp wasted no time in the
In the second half, Peg VanAntwerp second half before she tied it up at
1-1, making the game go into over
scored her third goal of the season,
followed by another one by Driza.
time.
Neither team scored in the first
Marie Hyde scored her second
seven-and-a-half
minutes allowed
penalty stroke of the season in the
time, thus a second overtime was
middle of the second half, and

Special Student Memberships

To West Y MCA
402 W. Leonard st.
Grand Rapids, Ml 49504
Phone: 458-1141,e x t.50
cost — $22.00
(6-month student special)

sauna
jogging
swimming

volleyball
basketball
w eightlifting

or see Ron Clark in the Ficldhouse

j

money saving coupon "]
I

Grand Valley's field hockey team huddles with Coach Ann Rancourt during
halftime of the GVSC-Olivet game held at Grand Valley on October 17

Grand Valley i
State College
admission $1.00 i

(photo by C. E. Heveker).
necessary. Hyde finally ended the
suspense by breaking the tie, per
mitting Grand Valley to cruise home
with their second victory in a row.
The stickers have not only one
game this Saturday, but two. Ran

court scheduled a 10 a.m. contest at
Calvin College, and a 1-.30 p.m. game
at Grand Valley against Albion Col
lege. “ We must get ready for the
state tournament,” she claimed.
Grand Valley will travel to
Northern Michigan University the
first weekend in November for the
state tournament.

51 Monroe Mall
2019 S. Division
3150 Plainfield N.E.
1533 Wealthy St. S.E.
2883 S. Wilson, Grandville

must have I.D.

l

11-9-79 only

i
u.

FALL SCHEDULE 1979

H A IR D E S IG N

of Jenison

Going TO or FROM Grand Valley College

^ e ’re on your way!

They're o ff and running at the start of the recent Grand Valley Invitational Crow Country Meet. Laker harriers

placed

For wash and wear cuts and perms!
You’ll also enjoy reasonable prices.
•Stop in or call 457-4620 (next to Farmers Market)

fifth in Saturday's G LIA C Championships (photo by Connie Winters).

Harriers Finish Fifth in GLIAC
by Steven M. Serulla
The Great Lakes Conference Cross
Country Championship was held last
Saturday morning at the Ferris State
College course and the Laker harriers
led by freshman Glen Bradley finish
ed in fifth place.
Saginaw Valley State College fin
ished first for the third consecutive
year with a team leading 29 points.
Following closely behind in second
was Hillsdale College with 48 points.
Saginaw Valley and Hillsdale have
been ranked among the top six teams
in the NAIA national polls all season
long and, according to Grand Valley
coach Bill Clinger, should finish very
high in the national championships
next month.
Rounding out the team, scoring
was Ferris State College totaling
63, Wayne State University with 126,
Grand Valley 140, Oakland Univer
sity 142, Northwood Institute 159,
and Lake Superior State College
with 213 points.
Individual honors went to Hills
dale College's Gordon Sanders With
a winning time of 32:05. John

Steinberg, from Ferris State, took
second place, and Mike Heath of
Saginaw Valley finished third.
Bradley led the Laker contin
gent across the finish line with a
time of 34:34. Other top Laker
runners were Dean Bagalcy, Fred
Geary, Greg Hyde, and David
Lodes.
Bradley took 18th place,
Bagalcy 22nd, Geary 26th, Hyde
34th, and Lodes 40th.
“The race was a 10,000 meter
run, and it’s the only time this
season we have attempted that
distance,”
commented
Clinger.
“All of the Laker runners ran a good
race and it was misfortunate that
our top runner in our last two meets
had to drop out of the event be
cause of leg cramps.” Clinger was
referring to sophomore runner Ken
Graft.

“But, when the others realized
he had pulled up, they picked up
the slack and it enabled us to defeat
Oakland University and Northwood
Institute.”
“We placed seventh last year and
had to be realistic about our chances
this year with only one returning
veteran on the squad.”
“ However, we felt we had a chance
to beat Oakland University if every
one ran well. Wheru Kenny (Graft)
dropped out 1 didn't know how we’d
finish but the team outdid them
selves and wc topped them by two
points.”
The Laker runners travel to the
Siena Heights Invitational on Satur
day for their final tune-up before the
NAIA District 23 championship to
be held at Aquinas College on No
vember 3.
______________

Discount Paraphernalia?

Peppino’s Pizza
4 1 7 6 Lake Michigan Dr.
Phone: 4 5 3 -8 2 19

.25 off any Submarine

YES

Good Through

send for your free catalog
order in your own privacy

10/25/79-11/1/79

If order exceeds $ 10.00, we pay shipping and handling
Pik-A-Pipe Inc.

Must have Coupon ^ o r d e r

M O NDAY
"Monday Niter's Club"
8 10 30 p m - Only $1 00 Admission
h Price uilth Club Card
TUESDAY
Private Parties
Call 531 4301 for info
WEDNESDAY
Adult Skate
10 12Noon - Only $1.50 Admission
Free Coffee - Includes Skates!
"Cheap Skate"
4 6 pm - Only $ 1 00 Admission
Soul & Disco Music
7 10 pm - Only $2 00 Admission
Disco Rock & Top 40
THURSDAY
Disco Dance
7 10 pm - Only $2 00 Admission
FRIDAY
“FABULOUS FRIDAY"
DISCO-SKATING PARTY
8 12 Mid. - Only $2.25 Admission.
—Pay ONE price ALL nlte—
D on’t lorget "BU C K NITES”
“M ldnlte Soul"
12 Mldnlte 3 30 am - Only $2 00 Admission;
Ladles Always 4 Price!
Soul & Disco Music
SATURDAY
"Kid's Fun Time"
10 12 Noon - Only $ 1.50 Admission
Skates Included
Parents Admitted Free1
Lessons
Group Lessons 12T pm —Only $1.25
Private Lessons Available
Call 531 4301
“Saturday Matinee"
1 4 p m - Only $ 1 75 Admission
Lesson 8r Matinee —Only $3.00
“SUPER SATURDAY NITE"
Disco Skating Party
8 12 Mid - Only $2 25 Admission
BEST DISCO MUSIC, LITES AND
SOUND ROUND!
-P a y ONE price ALL n lte SUNDAY
“Family Matinee"
2 5 pm —Only $2 00 Admission
Come As A Family Mom and Dad Admitted Free!
"Sunday Soul Nlte"
8 11 30 pm - Only $2.50 Admission
Contest Weekly For Best Dressers 8c Skaters
Soul & Disco Music

W YOM ING
4500 C L Y D E PARK

531-4301

C W M S V C M

apartmemts
S W k c E A V A ItA W e
C A U .

W 5 -U r tB

CP- < H 9 -< » T 7 7

)
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Friday , Oc t . 2 5 ^

9:00 to 1:00a .m . „ „
Multi -Purpose Room C.C.
Jlack Jack
\azzle Dazzle
Seat The Dealer
^ zzard Cage
ig S ix Wheel
Pep-Rally 7:00
■Iorse Race Wheel
in Robinson Field
)ver & Under
Roulette
Mo c k -tail Bar
'.OMEDIANS

SRIZES FOR THE PLAYER WITH THE MOST CHIPS

Semi -formal

requested or dress back to the forties

STYLE

Saturday , Oc t . 27
„
.. ..
B ig Band Nit£ with Ken Hushiem
Semi -Formal ,Required
9:Ou to 12:30p .m . Hulti -Purpose Room
Campus Center Upstairs
Put

your

Forties

outfits on and come on

& Da n c e !!!

7:00p .m . "Dog Day Afternoon " 132 Lake Huron Hall

Sunday , Oc t . £8
roFFEE House

with

,,
V ince Sandofsky

iTH BEST BANJO PLAYER IN THE COUNTRY

^:30 Commons D ining Room

WEDNESDAY, 0cjf ,|I

Lqstume Dance Multi-Purpose Room
7:00p .m . to 1:00a .m .
Costumes are required & there will be prizes
GIVEN FOR THE 1s T-2nD-3rD&At H WINNERS IN A

7:8§™ m ! HlfSp.M.'1ROCKY
P.A.C.

HORROR PICTURE SHOW

THEATRE DOWNSTAIRS IN THE C.L.
— 4ddmfssion^/-0fl d-f

door jor
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